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Inverse Bloch Oscillator: Strong Terahertz-Photocurrent Resonances at the
Bloch Frequency
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We have observedthe inverse Bloch oscillator effect:resonant changes in the current-voltag
characteristics of miniband semiconductor superlattices when the Bloch frequency is resonan
a terahertz field and its harmonics. The resonances consist of a peak in the current accompani
decrease of the current at the low bias side. At the highest intensities we observe up to a four-p
resonance. This is an analog of Shapiro steps in aS-I-S junction caused by the ac Josephson effe
The increase of the current is caused by stimulated emission of photons and we can estimate th
gain of the superlattice from the induced current at the resonance.

PACS numbers: 73.50.Fq, 72.20.Ht, 73.20.Dx
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In a pioneering paper, Esaki and Tsu proposed h
frequency oscillators by tailoring the nonlinear electron
transport properties of semiconductors by fabricating
perlattice structures [1]. Minibands are formed, and el
trons accelerated by a moderate, constant electric fieldE,
can perform a repetitive motion of acceleration and Bra
reflection called Bloch oscillation, characterized by t
Bloch frequencyvB  eEdyh̄, whered is the superlattice
period. Bloch oscillation is a well defined normal mod
of the system at THz frequencies, wherevBt . 1 [2,3].
However, it took more than two decades before the fi
observation of Bloch oscillations was made in a deg
erate four wave mixing experiment [4] and in a transie
THz emission experiment of optical excited electrons [
The emission was attributed to quantum beats of w
packets excited in different levels of a Wannier-Stark la
der—the quantum mechanical equivalent for the Blo
oscillator. The observation of continuous Bloch emiss
from electrically injected carriers in a superlattice has
caped observation so far.

The formation of Bloch oscillations in a dc biase
superlattice also influences the dc conductivity. At lo
bias when the Bloch frequency is not high enough
overcome scatteringsvBt , 1d the electrons never reac
the inflection point, and the current in the superlatt
direction is given by the Drude conductivity. When th
bias is high enough to make Bloch oscillation possible,
electrons start to oscillate in space and stop to contrib
to the dc current which leads to negative different
conductivity [6,7].

In this paper we have combined transport and T
spectroscopy to show that dc current driven Bloch os
lation couples to external radiation by either emission
absorption of THz photons. We explore this phenomen
by investigating theinverse Bloch oscillator effectwhich
senses changes in the dc conductivity under the influe
of an external THz field.
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An electron in a superlattice with a dispersion relatio

´skd  E1 1 Dy2f1 2 cosskddg (1)

driven by an electric fieldEstd  Edc 1 Eac cossvtd can
be treated in analogy to superconducting ac Joseph
junctions [8,9], where the current is given by

I  Ic sinsFd and ÙF  2 eVyh̄ . (2)

The velocity of an electron in a superlattice miniband
given by

yskd 
Dd
2h̄

sinskdd and Ùkd 
e
h̄

Estdd . (3)

The solution for the Josephson junction gives the w
known Shapiro steps atV dc  Nh̄vy2e. This simple
analogy predicts Shapiro steps in the dc current of a se
conductor superlattice driven by an ac field at resonan
Edcd  Nh̄vye. This indicates that the high frequenc
field couples to Bloch oscillations. However, Ferreira a
Bastard [10] predict that the absorption spectrum of a
perlattice should not show any resonances at the Bl
frequency based on the fact that the populations in
jacent Wannier-Stark levels are equal, and emission
absorption should cancel each other. Ferreira and Bas
do not include dissipation which is a critical element
the treatment.

Dissipation can be included in the quasiclassical Blo
oscillator model by solving the Boltzmann equation [11
For a constant scattering timet and a photon energȳhv,
smaller than the miniband widthD, the dc current can be
written as

j  j0

1X̀
m0

J2
mseEacdyh̄vd

3

"
svB 1 mvdt

1 1 svB 1 mvd2t2
1

svB 2 mvdt
1 1 svB 2 mvd2t2

#
,

(4)
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where theJm are Bessel functions. The dc current
plotted foreEacdyh̄v  0 (dotted curve in Fig. 1) and fo
eEacdyh̄v  1.3 (solid curve in Fig. 1) fort  1 ps and
n  0.6 THz. The curve foreEacdyh̄v  1.3 shows a
strong modulation of the current when the Bloch frequen
vB equals the applied frequencyv or its higher harmonics

The THz current at 0.6 THz is also shown in Fig.
(dashed curve). Negative conductivity or gain is p
dicted when the Bloch frequency isvB . v and absorp-
tion whenvB , v [11]. Figure 1 demonstrates that th
features in the dc current can be correlated with the oc
rence of gain or loss. An increased photocurrent imp
gain, and a suppression of the current below the dc le
corresponds to absorption. In the Wannier-Stark level p
ture an increased current is caused by stimulated emis
of photons through intra Wannier-Stark level transitio
and a suppression is caused by absorption. In a single
perlattice miniband this is an unambiguous method of
terpreting the induced current since no transport chan
through higher subbands exist where a positive indu
current can be caused by absorption and subsequen
elastic scattering.

For vB ! 0 the low voltage conductance is propo
tional toJ2

0 seEacdyh̄vd. At the zeros ofJ0 the dc current
is expected to be completely quenched by the ac fi
This ac localization was also predicted by fully quantu
mechanical calculations of the energy levels of a super
tice in an intense periodic electric field [12].

The samples used in this study ofthe inverse Bloch
oscillator effect are GaAsyAl xGa12xAs sx  0.3d su-
perlattices grown on a semi-insulating GaAs substr
by molecular beam epitaxy. The superlattice stru
ture consists of 40 periods of 80 Å wide GaAs we
and 20 Å thick AlGaAs barriers. The superlattic
is homogeneously Si doped with a concentration
n  3 3 1015 cm23. Lightly doped 80 Å thick GaAs
setback layers separate the superlattice from 3000 Å t

FIG. 1. Calculation of the superlattice current as a funct
of the applied bias foreEacdyh̄v  0 (dotted curve) and
for eEacdyh̄v  1.3 (solid curve). The absorption coefficien
(dashed curve) is shown foreEacdyh̄v  1.3. THz gain is
predicted when the induced dc current shows an increase.
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GaAs layers (n  2 3 1018 cm23) which serve as contac
regions.

The wave functions of the GaAs wells overlap strong
and minibands are formed. A band-structure calculat
in the envelope function approximation [13] results
a width for the lowest minibandD  22 meV. This
means that electrons moving in the lowest miniband
not scattered by optical photons. The effective mass
electrons at the bottom of the miniband ismSL  0.07m0.
The second miniband is separated from the first one
about 100 meV. Thus, for low applied bias (,200 mV),
we do not have to consider tunneling to the seco
miniband.

Superlattice mesas with an area of 8mm2 are formed by
dry etching and an ionsH1d implantation-isolation process
Ohmic Au/Ge/Ni contacts are fabricated on the top a
the bottom of the mesas. A coplanar broad band bow
antenna was used to couple the THz electric field to
mesa parallel to the growth direction [14] and enhanc
the electric field by a factor of 50 to 100. The experimen
were performed at 10 K in a temperature controlled flo
cryostat with Z-cut quartz windows. The conductan
of the superlattice was measured during the microsec
long pulses of THz radiation provided by the UCSB fre
electron lasers.

The current-voltage characteristics of our superlatt
device without THz radiation (dc-IV) can be seen in
Fig. 2(a) (curve labeledI  0). The negative dc (NDC)
region starts at a bias of 20 mV which corresponds to
critical electric field of 500 V/cm. Assuming that the on
set of the NDC region is due to Esaki-Tsu-type localiz
tion, we find a scattering timet  1.3 ps. The maximum
current density is about 100 A/cm2. The IV curve shows
a small asymmetry: For positive bias (injection from th
top contact) we find a more pronounced NDC than f
negative bias. This asymmetry is present in all devic
and we think is due to the different geometry of top a
bottom contacts or due to inhomogeneity in the doping

The influence of an external THz electric field o
the superlattice current is shown in Fig. 2(a) for a fr
electron laser (FEL) frequency of 0.6 THz. The d
current is measured during the FEL pulse as the volta
bias is changed. The curves in Fig. 2(a) are shown
increasing ac field strength (the curves are displac
downward with increasing intensity for clarity). At low
intensities an additional peak emerges in the NDC regi
We attribute the first additional peak to a resonance
the external laser field with Bloch oscillation,vB  v.
When the intensity is increased further the first peak sta
to decrease, and a second peak at about twice the vol
of the first peak is observed and assigned to a two-pho
resonance. At the highest intensities we observe a fo
photon resonance. The initial current peak of the dc-IV
decreases with increasing intensity indicating the onse
ac localization [15]. At very high intensities a small bum
at the original position of the peak recovers.
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FIG. 2. dc current-voltage curve for increasing FEL intens
(the curves are shifted downwards for increasing laser int
sity). The FEL frequency was fixed to 0.6 THz (a) and
1.5 THz (b). In the NDC region additional features occur a
tributed to resonances at the Bloch frequency and its sub
monics.

In Fig. 2(b) the results for a laser frequency of 1.5 TH
are shown. The peaks are shifted to higher voltages
are much more pronounced. Only the fundamental a
the second harmonic is observed, since, for a givenEac,
eEacdyh̄v is smaller at higher frequencies. In additio
we observe a suppression of the current value in betw
the peaks. The peaks show a clear asymmetry wit
steeper slope on the high voltage side. This asymm
is different from the shape of the peak of original dc-IV
which shows a steeper slope at the low voltage side.

In Fig. 3 the peak positions are shown as a function
FEL frequency. The relationship is linear, and the slop
of theNth harmonic areN times the slope of the one-photo
resonance. The magnitude of the slope is larger t
expected from a voltage drop across the whole superlat
The most reasonable explanation is that a high electric fi
domain is formed which extends over approximately on
third of the superlattice [16]. For this stable situation t
electric field in the low field domain is below the critica
field for localization and puts this part of the superlatti
in the high conductive miniband transport regime.

The formation of a high field domain could als
explain the discrepancies between the values for
scattering times deduced from the dc-IV and from the
THz measurements. If the onset of the NDC is mo
likely caused by domain formation, localization over
-
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FIG. 3. dc bias positions of the induced current peaks vers
FEL frequency.

fraction of the superlattice, and not by the onset
localization over the entire superlattice, the value for t
scattering time which we derived from the assumptio
of uniform localization is incorrect. Indeed, we observ
resonances with Bloch oscillation only for frequencie
higher than 480 GHz which corresponds to a scatter
time of 0.35 ps, approximately 3–4 times shorter th
the previous estimate. This value is consistent w
earlier cyclotron resonance measurements (magnetic fi
perpendicular to the growth direction) which showe
in low doped samples also a coherence length ofø10
superlattice periods [17].

In Fig. 4 the intensity dependence of the current at t
different resonances at 0.6 THz is shown. In addition, t
predicted current from Eq. (4) is plotted. The absolu
value of the electric field is obtained from a fit to th
maximum of the current of the one-photon resonanc
The coincidence of the first maxima for the highe
photon resonances is very good. Thus, we can use
fit to the maxima to calibrate our electric field in th
sample. A discrepancy exists for the predicted smal
oscillations at higher intensities which do not show up
the experimental data. In addition to the main maximu
a second peak is observed for the one-photon resona
which coincides with a minimum of the calculation
The two-photon resonance shows the same feature wh
cannot be explained by the simple calculation with
constant scattering time.

A positive photocurrent in the NDC is caused by stim
ulated emission of photons (electrons move downwa
in the Wannier-Stark ladder) [18]. From the value o
the photocurrent we can estimate the power transfer
2975
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FIG. 4. Data points show the intensity dependence of t
current for constant dc bias at different resonance positio
at 0.6 THz. The upper curve shows the behavior at a b
of 45 mV, where the one-photon resonance occurs; the ot
curves show the behavior at the bias positions of the high
resonances. The lines show the predicted current at th
resonances as a function of ac field strength.

the dc electric field into the photon field to be abo
50 nW (0.56 W/cm2 in the mesa). The intensity of the
ac field inside the superlattice at the maximum of the on
photon resonance is 42 kW/cm2 which leads to a total
THz amplification coefficient of our superlattice mesa
1.3 3 1025. Assuming a50 V impedance of the bow-
tie structure, we estimate a negative THz conductan
of 1.3 3 1024 sV cmd21 which compares to the theo
retical value of 5 3 1023 sV cmd21. The experiment
demonstrates that a superlattice is a possible gain med
for THz oscillators, however, the gain is very small an
would hardly overcome resonator losses.

In conclusion, we have observed multiphoton res
nances with Bloch oscillation in a superlattice in a d
electric field. Our results show clearly that the extern
radiation couples to Bloch oscillations, contrary to the
retical suggestions that THz radiation would not coup
to a uniform Wannier-Stark ladder. We conclude th
this result is intimately related to dissipation and lin
broadening of the otherwise identical states in the la
der: Absorption appears above the Wannier-Stark sp
ting svB , vd and gain belowsvB . vd. The effect is
2976
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an analogy to Shapiro steps inS-I-S junctions that support
the ac Josephson effect.
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